Login to your Google Account and click on YouTube.

Choose the Upload icon in the upper right corner.
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Click on the video as soon as it's done playing.
If those features are not ready yet then the file is not processed yet.

Channel notifications will appear here.
Set video language

What language is spoken most in this video?
You must select a video language before adding subtitles or CC.

- English

Default for new uploads

Add new subtitles or CC

English

Search 186 other languages
Eventually the file will auto-caption and show the files as "English (Automatic)". Click on the English (Automatic) button.
Scroll to the point in the timeline where you are going to fix the caption.

Type in the caption in the box shown here.
59:00.1  so good at it waiting tables yeah no no
59:06.4  no the acting every spell has to do was

59:06.4  reading this book by he's gotta
59:10.6  Santa yeah no I was talking to

59:10.6  how everybody still has
59:14.9  a soul that play like they still have a

59:14.9  part of themselves that's little kid hey
59:23.4  Mike yeah I'm |
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